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Student flees war-torn Bosnia
By Ann Johnson
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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shelling us like we were animals and it was really impossible
to survive.”
Both of Suljagic’s parents are still
alive, but many other family membera
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were killed in the war. Her parents are
much of her motivation to do well in
school. Her mother
is a biology professor and her father is a geography pro-
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on her English.
Her arduous journey from
to the United States took
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five months. But for her, any-

thing was better than
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“Can you imagine being in that situation like we were?”
she said. “Because in that situation a word can help a lot.

One (caring) word can make your whole day beautiful. 4

This semester cost Suljagic $4,182: in tuition ($246 per
unit), plus $900 each semester in registration fees, $600 in
books and supplies, $4,584 to live in the residence halls for
the year and approximately $600 for health insurance per
year.
Suljagic is worried she won’t be able to come up with the
money for next year and if she can’t pay for school she will
be sent home.
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Five-year-old Julla Sweitzer dresses as a peasant for the Purim Festival held
Sunday in the Kate Buchanan Room.

bye
rpnick
There aren't many things that
could make
a respected clergyman and HSU instructor
dress up

the aforementioned “punk,” could most

likely have been called the least
uncomfortable member of the

plethora of people that had

sa/punhs: Paddenis eibalienes

Jewish Student Union (JSU)

pen.”

hosted the Purim Carnival,
a fes-

said that much of
the holidayis designed
to take the

tival designed to both promote

awareness
of the holiday and to

edge of perfection
off of children’s

just have fun.

Purim, though celebrated
with
eo

w Aptinedelidenes

members Stacy Greene and

Dawn McCulloch.

Greene,
a recreation admin-

istration
junior, said the carnival was mostly intended
for the
temple community, but she
hoped for a large student attenking, who promptly hanged
Haman.
The holiday has taken on a festive atmosphere that results in
carnivals
such as the HSU festival.
“It is a really unusual
holiday,”racld
said Rabbi

religi
Lester

“Certain communities
uncomfortable
with such levity as-

“I’m doing this because of what
I remember when I was a kid, It
was really fun,” he said.
“This is really cool,” Shulman
said. “I didn’t expect this to hap-
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feck as the
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Volunteer Ed Schulman, a

physical education
junior, said his
primary reason for working at the

“We want students
to experience Purim so it doesn’t seem so
ign,”
she said.
McCulloch, a religious
studies senior, said that al-

though she likes the fact that
Purim is “a drinking holiday,”
the carnivalis designed for
children.
“The kids have a lot of fun,”
she said.

instructors.
re
a little drunk when
teal
“Woonseal
ing like dorks. The kids can

poke fun at their rabbi and teachers.
“We don’t outlaw drinking
alDespite “a
festivities,
Scharnberg
said Purim has a valid
message
to society as a whole.
“The real religious
story is taking
for your own
freedom,” he sai ’“Thecostumes

ae
; you Sstaveet a
terrible thing.
“You have to be vigilant about
your culture and be engaged in
the political process.”

Rabbi Lester Schamnberg punks out for the festivities at
Sunday's
Purim Festival.
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Peace Corps volunteers abound at HSU
part of the American people.
HSU has had a Peace Corps
office since 1980.
Volunteers in the Peace Corps

Sy Tamany MoCarty
HSU ranked 13th in the nation last year for the number of
Peace Corps volunteers coming
from a university.

tors, nurses, skilled trade- pro—
and natural resource

Of the 12 institutions ranked
higher than HSU, all had more

than twice the enrollment
of HSU

and six had enrollments more

“You
comer
could
Seine in a che
water and

than five times that of HSU, ac-

cording to Martha Hunkins,

HSU"s Peace Corps coordinator.
“I don’t know for sure why
HSU ranks so high, but I oud
guess that it’s HSU’s attitude and

appa
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e
promote a better understanding of other people on the

be living
se op.

two days to walk to,” Hunkins

said.

Some get the calling to join the

Peace Corps early in life.
“Ever since I was a little girl, I

orientation
towards service,” said

Hunkins. “Many of HSU’s students already ce such a high
sense of adventure since they
came all the way here to go to
college.”
This year marks the 35th anniversary ofthe Peace Corps, which
was officially started in 1961
when
Presi
ohnF.
signed
the Peace Corps Act. The
goals of the Peace Corps are:
¢ To help the people of interested countries meet their needs
for trained men and women.
¢ To help promote a better
understanding of the American
people on the part of the people

pone
iy

knew I wanted to join the Peace

Corps, and I prepared myself for
it throughout school,” said
Hunkins, who served as an aqua
culture engineer in the mid °80s
in Gabon, Africa.

Others make the decision to

VYAKG

about life in the Peace Corps.

HSU natural sciences graduate
student, worked for six years after she graduated from the Uni-

about the world — Not as a tourist, but by actually living and
working with people from another country,” she said.
“It was exciting
and difficultat

she joined the Peace Corps in
1987. While
in the Peace Corps,
Bordolf worked as an environmental educatorin Salam4, Gua-

temala.
“I joined to increase my work
experience and to learn more

LURE

R

the same time,” Hunkins said of

the hard times in Peace Corps
life. “You have
to be prepared for
the down times as well as the up
times.”
Another difficulty is adjusting

“It can be very lonely at times,”
Hunkins said.
Bordolf also cited lonelinessas
one of the most difficult aspects of
Peace Corps service, saying that

See Peace Corps, page 8
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guages, volunteers
must also cope
with isolation because there is usually only one Peace Corps volunteer in his or her town or

to the language, which volunteers
must learn qui
“In my fret month ini Guatemala my ” Spanish improved by
leaps and bounds,” Bordolf said.
Not knowing the
very
well was also difficult
di
for Bordolf
because she “couldn’t
exactly talk
about deep philosophical issues
at first.”
Besides adapting to new lan-
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HSU Peace Corps coordinator Martha Hunkins (middie), a natural resources graduate student,
talks to wildlife graduate student Jane Bardolf and rangeland resources junior Jerry Snow

join later in life. , Jan Bordolf, a

versity of New Hampshire
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Women’s history celebrated
By Peter Sciacce

and the work women do every

each symbolizing
the designer's
experience.
The women are survivors of rape, domestic violence
and attacks based on sexual orientation.

as an opportunity for womento
work together toward
i

Diana
Raseel wil share inaight
about ag melehy
Bet

Women’s Planning Committee
said, “This week is to celebrate

In recognition
of Women’s History Month and International
Women's Day on March 4, this
week has been designated HSU’s
Women's Action Week.
originated
students in
Advocacy for Battered Women
class. After the idea was presented,
the Women’s Planning Committee was formed. The committeeis
of all activities this week.

Some of the sponsors include

HSU Women’s
Studies, the MultiCultural Center and the HSU
Women’s Center.
Sheri Johnson,
a member of the
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¢ Also on Thursday
at 7 p.m.,
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Some highlights
for the week
are:
¢ Thureday
at 7 p.m., women
who have survived
violence will
have an opportunity
to make tshirtson the University Quad.
Named the Clothesline
Project,
several t-shirts in different
colors
and styles will be featured,
with

=

Vie

dence Of Harm” in the University Center’s Kate Buchanan
Room.
e Fridayat 10:30
a.m. a community women’s brunch will be
e Friday at 2 p.m. there will be

a Women’s Studies faculty and
student reception in Gist Hall

210.
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Forensics team dominates
iT

MATADOR MOTEL

@ Speech team
takes home top
honors at tourney.

ive

20 off any
any 1Re night stay

°$10 off any two night stay
°$5 aditional off in you stay over Sunday Night
For Reservations call- (707) 443-9751

The HSU Forensics
Team uses
words like a machete to cut up

—_ The tie must bring luck because
Krupnickwasthefourthplaceover-

Springsteel said.

keanxioredy

all
or in the
sl individual
lsk

Related TT

. tournament.

Activi-

The team talked its way into

three out of the top four spots at a
debate tournament
held last week
at CSU Hayward.
Rob Margesson,

Sports Grill

a senior

speech communications major,

and his partner Chris Bauerle, a

senior philosophy major, took
third place overall in the tourna-

ment and will advance to the national level.
The National
ition will
take place at Rice University in
Houston March 21-26.
Kristy Springsteel, the team

captain, said Margesson and

are “aggressive debaters”
who have done “extremely well.”
Margesson said he is very confident in both his own and his
partner’s abilities.
“We go into debates knowing
we are going to do very well,” he

said.

.

the semi-finals

ROB MARGESSON
forensics team member

and teams candebate
not
people from

penses.

their

The
Forensics Team is trying to solicit

private funds to send a second
debate team to the nationals.

The second team — Matt

Krupnick, ajuniorjournalism major, and Paul Deis, a sophomore
communications major—

placed second overallin their first

own

ala Fi. om

Greg

Young,
coaching the
team for over a year, had to decide
which team would advance to the

finals.
Vicki

O'Neill

and

Beth

Schneider walked away from the
—tournamentwith
fourth place over-

all.

open division debate at the tour-

© Otherwinnersinthetournament

nament.
“Matt and I think alike,” Deis

included:
¢ Springsteel
and Taunya Pe-

said. “We're both fast and logi-

cal.”

Krupnick and Deis deal with
the pressure right before they debate by discussing their introduc-

ters witha 4-2 record in the novice

division of debate.

= ¢ Matt McLelland and Melinda
Vasquez with a 3-3 record also in
the novice division.

ment each other.
“I’m the spaz and he’s the mel-

joking around, Deis said.
“Wedon'ttakeittooseriously,”

said. “I heap on the ideas and he

throughout the month of March!
eBikes & Accessories
eBackpacking Gear
eWatersports Equipment
eSkiing Supplies...

help

with
traveling
ex
-

Since there
were
three
HSU teams in

knowing we are going to
do very well,”

judges may reacttotheirpresenta- _ individual

low, articulate one,” Margesson

OFF!

ties
Committee to

Bauerle attributes the team’s
success to his and Margesson’s
own different styles of debating

he said he believes they comple-

Everythings!

Margesson
and Bauerle’s team
received funding from the

thebestteamatnationals,”hesaid.

Sy Cantetine Rice

“AAA Approved"

129 4th & "C" STREETSe EUREKA, CA

doctor.”
“Win orlosehewillsaywewere

is known as the team
member withthe mot visual lucy
charm. He wears a Mona Lisa tie
whenever he gets to the finals or on
the most important days,

cleansup after me. —
‘ens tad eipanda on
r
Bauerle
calls Margessona “spin

tion, getting a feel for the way the

tion and lightening the mood by

Deis said. “When it’s over it’s

over.”

¢ Spri

ing

a finalist,
in the

and oral inter-

pretation event of novice prose

reading.
* ONeill with third place in

novice prose reading and a finalist
in novice impromptu speaking.
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Vandals loot candy
machine, get away
with spiral racks
Candy machines were castigated by confection crazy crimi-

nals last week.
Wednesday afternoon spiral
racks valued at $300 were stolen
from the vending machine in the
New Music Complex.

Friday night three “big guys”

were seen shaking the vendi

machine on the first floor of

Founders Hall. No damage was

done. A candy bar is believed to
have been stuck on a spiral rack.
- Saturday evening the candy
machine in the University Annex
was accosted. Twenty sweets
were swiped.
A transient may be involved in

the third incident. A pillow fash-

ioned out of foam insulation was
found next to an open basement
window.
e About 8 a.m. Tuesday a vehicle travelingon LK Wood Boulevard near Library Circle
swerved to miss a bicyclist. The

tisastaltaaendeian
way 101 off ramp to Sunset Bou-

with a stop sign at Harpst and B
streets Saturday afternoon. She
said she was trying to do an art

“We've never seen (a hit-and-

project. She was directed off cam-

Sousa. The matter was referred to
the Arcata Police
About $1500 rear end and un-

¢ A man in his 30s was seen
Saturday night in the Gist Hall
staff lot, pulling
his pants up.
¢ Sunday morning a man asked

run) like that,” said Sgt. Dennis

See

ee

en eee

Wie diwreinanemeliei
dent new to the area, unfamiliar
with hit-and-run laws. He was on
his way to class and resumed his
journey after the incident.

Panhandling takes

UPD for directions to Redwood
Park so he could retrieve his ve-

hicle. The APD stopped the man
later that day. The vehicle was
stolen out
of San Mateo, Califor-

nia.
¢ AVCRreported
missing from
the Hemlock Hall TV room in

a creative turn
under footbridge

January reappeared Sunday. It’s
unknown
as to who took it or who
returnedit.

Wednesday afternoon transients on the pedestrian overpass
were offering hugs for spare
change. There were no takers.
e About 4:43 p.m. Thursday a
person banned from campus fora
week was seen near Sunset Hall.
The banishment order expired at

and lighter in Redwood Hall were

3 p.m.

¢ Friday night a person requested UPD’s assistance in finding his way home because he was

intoxicated. Anescorton foot was

e Sunday nighta marijuana
pipe

seized for destruction.
¢ The vice principal
ofa southUPD to note his appreciation for
the return ofa yellow windbreaker.
The jacket, which had the word

“security”
printed onit, was seized
from a student three weeks ago

after the student admitted taking it
from his former school.
Compiled by Andrew I. Jones

“,
5
eae age tee sos

¢ Shortly after midnight
Friday
the fire lane gate behind the art
building
was broken.
¢ A woman was seen tampering

Re
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Openings

Peace Corps

© Continued
from page 5
in to

reviw

the

lege of behavioral
and social sciences.

Bowker said the consultant
should be on
within the
next two weeks to review the de-

partment.
Members of SCD say the university has not seted quickly

enough to fill the positions.

—

¢ Continued from page 4

coat takes nine month
18 ,

was lonely because process
her first
dé deduct esin come alt so Hunkins advises students to
ground with the people of Guate- talk toa Peace Corps recruiter and

mala. Onedifference, she ape
that the people in the village

not understand why I was 27 and

mcf at the beginning of their last
“A person can enhance their
chances
volunteer work,

unmarried.”
However, service in the Peace tutoring,

and

a foreign

Corps alo hd its rewards for language — especially French,”
Bordolf
“The most rewarding aspect of ag

another professor could not be

hired becaue Aroha

otf

yo

my service
was
neighbors, es

A

toknow my ifa person is not initially qualified
y the chil- he or she can
join
if the

dren,” sie sath “chek

uy had duties

Ces

ee

ea shout

more of an impact on me than | 95 percent
who come
to my office,”
she said.
had on them.”

temporary lecturer hired, but a
decrease in the ethnic studies

and heisalso the department
chair

Angelel

Ramirez
said the need for professors is
because of the lack

© Continued from page 3

courses offered. There is only one
professor within a

ofethnicdi

among
HSU fac-

“It’s hard for students of color to
relate with professors who are
white,”
he said.
Political science senior Laura
Barrera said she is discontented
with the school because its mission statement states that it supports diversity. Barrera
said “ ..
When it comes to education
it fails
to diversify
the curriculum.”
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Larry Angelel in ore a nun at the Our

Lady
in San
at the
to be

of Mount Carmel Convent
Diego,
acording to a nun
convent who p
not
named. At the time of her

death she hadn’t begun her studies to become
a nun.
The cause of Angelel’s
death

has not been revealed.
anemia Alfred Guillaume,
a
mt
me maven
Angelel is
to post bail,
consideration will bebe given to re-

assign him to other duties.
has

8 bail is set at $1 million. He would have to pay
$100,000
in cash and $900,000
secured by property toto get out on
bei.
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Historic steam engine to ride tracks again

@ A non-profit group
to raise money for

engine's renovation.

SyKetyomme
Ifa few county residents “strike
gold,” tourists and residents alike

will have the chance to ride
a piece
ofhistory and experience the early
logging days of Humboldt County,
Members
ofthe Northern Counties Logging Interpretive Association are trying to raise funds to
restorea historiclocomotive — Engine No. 29 — which
was used for
the transportation of logs throughout Humboldt County in the early
1900s. The NCLIA wants to renovate it and use it to host train rides

for the general public.

NCLIA isavolunteer, non-profit

cooperative association working
with the California State Parks and

Recreation. The organization has
its own facility in Blue Lake with a
collection of locomotives, where

No. 29 is stationed.
No. 29 was used by the Pacific
Lumber Co. for 51 years, said Ray
Hillman, president of the NCLIA.

wes -cteeel Ger 95 Gee
oh
engine house and was donated to
the NCLIA 10 years ago. The
NCLIA’s goal is to fully renovate
the old steam engine and use it to

Marcus
Brown shows off the retired Pacific Lumber Co. Engine No. 29, one
of ten remaining steam engines in the county.
carry passengers
touring locations

i

Humboldt County.

“This particular locomotive is

so far the organization has raised
almost $2,000 Hillman said. The

Humboldt County,” Hillman said.
“Northwestern Pacifichad already
sto
using them, so this is like
the last of the Mohicans.”
The NCLIA has a long way to
go to meet its goals of restoration.

goal in restoring the engine is to
use a piece of Humboldt County’s
past to generate funds through
tourism.
“The No. 29 project
will be good
for the community because it will
add new dimensions to our tourist
industry with our steam train ride,”

A total of $70,000 is needed and

said Marcus Brown, a member of

the last steam locomotive used in

District 3 candidates discuss
homeless, bud et at forum

NCLIA.
Some of the restoration needed
on No. 29 includes replacing riv-

ets in the firebox which contains a
water heating system that provides
the steam to run the engine. The
air breaks need to be checked as
wellas the broiler for safety and the
fuel injector needs replacing.
Engine No. 29 weighs 60 tons
and its wheels are 52 inches in

diameter. It was built for power
and speed, Hillman said, but no
one is sure whether or not it was

originally built for lumber-carrying purposes.
By 1960, No. 29 was no longer
used for carryinglumber. Instead,
the engine moved lumber cars

See No. 29, page 12

Assembly candidates
answer questions
from county voters
present, is “myopically focused on
an urban population.” Scott, who
is chair of the rural caucus of the

Democratic Party, said she would

Assembly Seat,
tended Sunday afternoon's forum
in Founders Hall at HSU.
The forum, sponsored
by HSU’s
Student Environmental Action
ition,
Humboldt
i
for Peace and the Environmentand

@ Candidates respond to voters.

questions.

Sy Merci rmaner _
The three candidates
for the
Humboldt County Board of
Srd District position met Sunday to answer the
of potential voters.
Carl Pellatz,Sam Pennisiand

John Woolley
spoke and often
ranging from
homelessnessto the county’s
san forum idee

by the

also serves on the Humboldt
Task Force

and served on the Arcata City
Pellatz, an insurance agent,

Councilfor
16 years until 1992.

Arcata’s mayor and four-year
member of the Arcata City Coun-

He said his major achievement
<i tha aeaiineatiin Aone
Marsh and Wildlife Sanctuary.

cil said he is “very short on rheto-

ric and very concerned
with getting
done.”
Heis also captain
of the Arcata
Volunteer
Fire Dept., of whichhe
has been a member since he was
19-years-old.
owner of the Lady
| Sam Pennisi,
Ann Bed and Breakfast, taught

Teciiaeaie cca.
interpretation, approprier
and business management
at HSU for 12 years. He

John Woolley
went to HSU
in °60s. He was student
body
i

and one of the coof Youth Educational

Services.
He is also a member
of the HSU Alumni Association,
the Northern California
Indian
t Council

al

of Women Voters of

County, gave commu= members a chance to ask the
candidates
what their views are on
issues such as reproductive
rights,
campaign finance reform and
California’s waning public educa-

tion system.

Karen Scott, owner of a prop-

erty-management company in
Mendocino
County, said asa small
business owner she understands
the “fiscal realities of the state and
the complexity of how our state
economy
works.” Scott, a resident

Community

of Gualala, a small town in
Mendocino, also said she under-

The three agreed that the

fat
more a ote
‘
o
Istis
District. She said the assembly, at

and the
Sedan

hod

See District
3, page 12

like to “makethe Democratic Party
more responsive to its rural con-

stituents.”

John Cumming, an attorney

from Eureka, said he is interested
in representing “the working and
the poor people” who are often
“left out of the equation in the economic system.” He also said the

“government is us,” referring to
“it p
what the private sector cannot.”

Howcanwe
meet
thelong-term,

needs of our communities if the only
measure of success is next quarter's
”

Richard Marks, a weigh master
and
eer
oe)

ee

eens
ee
at

ii Fe one
a community volunteer” is to “get
out and change the system ast sits
right now.”
Marks’ major platform is providing more jobs to district resiSee Assembly, page 11

County schools to wire-up
’Net service in next 60 days
rooms “Internet- ready.”
mire

& bright idea, and you'l #
leave witha brilliant

At least two Humboldt County

project.

schools had hopes of joining President Bill Clinton
and the students,
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DENTISTRY
Mark A. Hise MS-DDS

ee

parents and teachers of about
2,000 California schools in
Saturday morning, but
Galo asks he doollbe'n
up Internet service.
Students at Freshwater and
Kneeland
schools will
prepare to wire up the schools’
computers as a part of poe a
— a statewide volunteer
designed tomake California'sSee

Acc

“We cater to cowards!”

eVery td Rates
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Shipping Supplies
eSqeaky Clean
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180 F Street ¢ Arcata ° CA |
- 822-2200
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Of the county's 76 Foil

17

schools and district offices are already wired, including Arcata

Community "Schools, the Blue

Lake School District, Jacoby Creek
Elementary School and some Eureka schools.

are in
An additional 11 schools
the beginning stages of preparing

to hook up Internet service,

Steve Sutterland, manager of the
information network services atthe
Humboldt County Office of Education.

“We're going forward in wiring,
designing and planning as fast as

we ol oe
should be up

said. “We
in th

-™
days.”
60 t
nex
_ Seiad said the Humboldt
onal
Occupation Program,
which provides high school studont
ee training, will have
peop!
on Friday for
anopen
interested in v
aac Si tre
schools in the next two months.
Unlike schools in the metropoli-

tan areas, Humboldt County

schools have not been approached

by corp
or or
privateat
interest
es to
donate wiring kits and Internet

See NetDay96, page 12
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Four of the 1st District
Richard Marks, John Cumming and Karen Scott, discuss issues presented by district residents.

|

Assembly: Democrats talk to voters
° continued from page 9

All of the candidates
agreed the

dents by “aggressively soliciting
industry for the North Coast.” He
said the reality is there are many
more people without jobs than the
9-percent unemployment rate

suggests.

There is “absolutely no hope
economy wise” for people in counties such as Del Norte and cities

creation of jobs is vital to the

district’s welfare and is much

needed
ial y
in this era of
businesses
leaving the area to set
up shop in neighboring countries.

Both Marks
and Scott
one way to keep jobs in
would be to impose a steep tax, or

can progress.

Along similar lines, Cummings
said rm “two greatest values that
have been at work are money and

winning.” He said unfortunately

a

back to having our true values.”

42nd in per pupil expenditure —.

and “weneed to get back ontrack.”
Martin, 47, said she has a spe-

cific

she has titled her

“S.M.A.R.T.” agenda: Safercom-

munities, Medical care that’s af-

coniee'ishe

inet

oe

7:00

a.m

the work.
Allocation of water resources

Fri.

Other

ee

&

Sat

Everyday

‘til 9:00

p.m
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we have taken advantage
of for
many years” and “we have to restore the integrity of our rivers and
streams.”
Laterin the hour-and-a-half
session, the candidates
were asked to

list what they believe to be the top

fifth Democrat, Doug

Bosco, was not able to attend be-

cause his pilot did not want to fly

policy
on illegal aliens.

AarEZ.

% Vegan & Vegetarian
Meals

tthe and Teaching
cre
rough improved a

Republicen candidates — im
Handley, Steve Henricksen and
Bonnie Neeley — were also not in
attendance.
The candidates addressed a series of topics ranging from public
education
to gun control to state

Federal
1040 A or EZ and CA $40

%* Organic Espresso & Local Foods
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” to the

two American values. The re-

“The

YOU WAITe

ee

rials out of the area and perhaps
hire employees in the area to do

di

WHILE

S.be>
Open.

much (water) we

Staite

dei

Now

- Test ofthe state.
orn
ne
te
said she is “concerned
with what
has
to education”in

least-funded educational system”
— citing the state as 50th in class
size in
er ratio and

A

id kd Le

cate those values maybewe can get

Although an LP employee,
Marks said he is not a spokesman was a big topic at the forum as it is
for the company and is “sometimes one which directly affects the resiappalled by some of the things dents on the North Coast.
Strom-Martin
said “we need to
Louisiana
Pacific has done to the
-bevery
strict
and
i
on how
area.”
Ving
inginia Strom-Martin, a teacher

me

drown out all other values.”
said “ifwe start to eradi-

are constantly pulling out of the
area. Marks said as a life-time resibest represent
the area by
being
“sane
” for jobs and
environment.

nee

“the pursuit of money and success

such as Ukiah where lumber mills
dent of the North Coast he can

Pederal

cm
Scott snd Cummings had

dif.

ferent approach
to their responses.

Scott said there “seem to be two
values: do unto others

and you would do unto them and
pat
ae
ig
ib be
asa
vo tovennp thes Pig
telins Ah

"

H
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No.
29
© continued
from page 9

No. 29's history.

around the PL saw mill and from

seeking information on what the
engine was used for in 1910 and in
the 1940s.

different
mills to logging sights.

The locomotive
was retired in

August 1961.
Several fund-raisers will take
place to get No. 29 up and running
again.
id money earned
for the project will be matched by
Don Banducci of Yakima Products Inc., who has always had a
special interest in locomotives,

NetDay96

Additional

Bay
Eureka to the south fork of the

River.
To
the entire project,
the NCLIA needs to fill the gaps in

tributions and more information
about the restoration
con-

Eel

tact NCLIA at 445-2117.
For more

about the

beginnings
of railroad in the

county see History of railroad
in Humboldt,
page 13.

is excited about the program and

up on Saturday, teachers and parents will be
participating in another project this Saturday — the
Blackberry Bramble Network Program. The program is a website

sees it as a tremedous educational

contest

ery school had the opportunity to

become
aware but many folks have

software. According to Sutterland,
100 percent of the computer hardware, softwareand Intemetservice have
all been purchased
by both the county

not gotten involved.”
Afather
of two, Spreen said he

Dave Spreen, technical director
ofthe Freshwater Education Foun-

“In most cases we're secing this

organizers and volunteers in the
area. Spreen said administrators
and parents at Freshwater
Elementary School registered to
participate in NetDay in September, but
they weren’t hooked up correctly

of No. 29 in

its heyday
are also needed.
For con-

© continued from page 10

dation, is one of at least a dozen

The NCLIA is

opportunity for children.
Internet

adds
to education.

Why not take
” he said.
Eventhough thereare about 850
companies sponsoring participat-

ing schools, Spreen said it is diffi-

cult to get a company to sponsor
schools, noting he contacted Pacific Bell to get sponsorship.
“In some ways it’s a matter of

being motivated and going after

History Day,

which happens to coincide with

NetDay on Saturday.
Events and j
for the network program will take place in

classrooms throughout Founders
Hall all day. There will be an exhibition of winning projects from 3
to 5 p.m.
in FH 118.
For more information about the

Blackberry
Bramble Network Program, contact Freshwater
Elemen-

tary School at 442-2969.

through
the state organizers.
Spreen also said not many
schools in the area have expressed

companies. You have to be very

To sign up as a sponsor or a

” he said.
Freshwater Elementary is in the

volunteer, or for more information

interest
in the program.

process of seeking sponsors to either donate

“It’s kind of interesting to see

that not

many people are taking

about

NetDay96,

visit

the

NetDay96 Web site at http://
www.netday96.com or call 1-80055NET96.

District 3
© continued
from page 9
county’s budget will be one of

fractured.”

the main issues the board will

=e:

focus on.

Pennisi said, “Until we're
able to

our resources

“I’ve spent considerable

time down at that South Jetty

what's
teed

Aa pale lia

poh pba

by Be aa ane Be

one

Woolley agreed saying

on down there.
that jetty isi some-

9

eee

budgetis “the heart and soul of
the operation.” He said the
county will not be aie 0 do sway

i.

Woolley eaid he sew the wo
issues as one.

with the need of federal support,

problem is the solution 3 the

“dollars
more critically.”
Woolley also touched upon
thecounty’ss growth rate, which

“First and foremost
we need
a transitional center. That is
for everyone
whois in that situation, be it a single parent family or someone (who has
abused drugs or alcohol).”
He said the only way for
these people to be treated in a
cost-effective manner is

but the county must manage its

he called “exas

Pellatz sneed the budget

drives everything.

“I firmly believe the budget

has been mismanaged, a shortsided use of what's going on in
the county,” he said.
The candidates were asked
to respond to the needs of the
homelessin the county
and the

peopleliving
on the South Jetty.

Pellatz said “Once and for all
we've got to quit going in 23
different directions... No one

homeless
issue itself,” he said.

through a transitional center.

Pennisi said the best way to

deal with the homeless issue is
to work on the “root problem,
not the

He said he does not believe
Humboldt
will have a
shelter until it is run through a
partnership

y

to try to solve this problem. It’s

between

dustry.

—

i
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History of railroad in Humboldt
@ interest in transrtation of timber
ueled motivation
to build railroad.
_ In 1849, Humboldt
County was
Some of the first explorers, including Van Dusen and L.K.

Wood, came here looking
for gold.
They sailed down the Lost Coast
and rae half of them made it due

to the harsh winter weather.

Plenty of gold was found, but it

was very difficult to survive because the bay was the only means
of transportation and it was too

hard to ship supplies for survival

in and out of Humboldt County,
said Marcus Brown, a member of

the North Counties Logging Interpretive Association.

In the early 1900s, the railroad
era began in Humboldt County as
a response to the need for transportation ofsupplies. Investors saw
the potential for
gold in
timber harvesting and
. But
the biggest |problem facing early

nia. Bay Area residents came to
Humboldt
County to celebrate the
new railroad as ithad become much
easier to get in and out of the Red-

industry
and commerce was movPeg
5g in and out of the area.
road system was greatly
cals Brown said.

two-mile stretch from the Jacoby Storehouse to a wharf on Humboldt
Bay,

Attheturn
ofthe century, South-

Intime, trains became quite valuable to the logging industry. The
timber companies began using
steam-powered locomotives to
ship lumber in and out of Humboldt County.

woods with a reliable source of
transportation.

In 1914, theline stretching from
the Bay Area to Scotia was completed and a golden spike, plated
with gold mined in the area, was

bitte to signify Northwestern

Pacific's stakein Northern Califor-

1701 Giunta toe

eCalifornia
ong 9552 1

Appointments: (707)822-2402

Jeri Oliphant, D.M.V.

Wendy Lipman, D.M.V.

makingit easier to transport supplies to

Willits. The two rivals realized it
would cost too much money to do
the project independently, so they
merged and became Northwest-

ern Pacific Railroad.

Arcata

The firet railroad line in Arcatarana

ern Pacific and Santa Fe railroads
began competing to build a railroad line from San Francisco to

13
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Pacific Lumber Co., one of a

hundreds of lumber companies at
the time, bought locomotives to
enhance its transport of lumber.
Of the hundreds of locomotives
used by the lumber companies, 10
still exist in Humboldt County,
Brown said. Engine No. 29 is one
such locomotive.
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Suite 9A

Arcata, CA 95521
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California’s old-growth
There were originally
More 2 million
acres of old-growth
forest on the North
Coast. Approximately
86,000 acres of
old-growth
redwood remain in the

world.
Of that amount, 80,000 acres

Endangered species thrive
on old-growth redwoods
By Melissa Lubin

thick foliage of old-growth trees to flourish,

said HSU wildlife senior Noel Soucy who
in ornithological studies in
has —

are protected
and about 5,500 acres

are owned by the Pacific Lumber Co.
Headwaters Forest, home to the last six

stands of privately-owned virgin redwood ©
forest, needs to be saved for biodiversity,

history and for “their own right,” said Environmental Protection Information Center
(E.P.1.C.) Program Director Cecelia
Lanman
“This isn’t just a forest you can grow
back. It’s a unique habitat that’s thousands

of years old,” said Armand Gonzales, environmental specialist, who's studied the
northern spotted owl, at the California Department of Fish and Game.
Environmentalists call for a debt-for-nature swap — a proposal in which the government would acquire the title to the redwoods through partial repayment
ofthe $1.5
billion bailout covered by the American taxpayers when owner Charles Hurwitz’ Texas
savings and loan failed, Lanman said.
“Headwaters is more than just an old forest, it’s an interactive series of life wells con-

tributing to the forest gene pool,” Earth
First! activist Patrick Oliver said.
Headwaters Forest which is located 15
miles southeast of Eureka, contains six

groves of approximately 5,400 acres of oldgrowth forest and includes
a matrix of 40,000
acres of clear-cut scars. Some of the oldgrowth
trees are as old as 2,000 years and as
tall as 250 feet.
Though they stand separately, they are
intricately interconnected as the forest is
also home to thousands of species of flora
and fauna which live in and around the trees
and in its undisturbed watersheds, Lanman

said.

the
Murrelets only.nest in three parts of California: Humboldt Redwoods in southern

Humboldt County, Headwaters Forest in

central Humboldt Carlotta and Redwood

Park in northern Humboldt Orick, she said.

Murrelets fly in-between the the nesting
sites to meet and mate, Soucy said. They

would be unable to do so if the old-growth
trees in Headwaters Forest were cut. When
separating the northern and southern popu-

lations, in-breeding and depletion of the
gene pool would occur.

The northern spotted owl is federally

listed as a threatened species and as a state
species of special concern.
The spotted owl needs the thick canopy
of old-growth trees for the micro-climate it
creates and to provide protection from
predators such as the great horned owl,
Gonzales said. The spotted owl becomes
vulnerable to environmental factors it was
protected from when the canopy is destroyed
by logging, he said.
The spotted owl nests in snags, standing
dead trees, he said. These trees are allowed,

under California’s
salvage logging provision,
to be taken from areas otherwise protected
under state of federal Endangered Species
laws, to “increase forest health”, he said.

Fallen trees are essential to a healthy forest ecosystem, said HSU botany Professor
Dave Largent. Thousands of species offungi

live on and under fallen trees decomposing

the material and returning nutrients to the
soil thus helping forest plants grow, he said.

Pacific coho salmon are biologically en-

Redwood trees take 100 to150 years to

dangered though not listed by state or fed-

produce seeds, Bari said, and when they’re

eralagenciesas

being cut after only 20, 40 or 50 years, the

numbered approximately 500,000 in the
Pacific Northwest but their numbers have

forests are not being given the chance to

regenerate.
Current clear-cutting practices of taking

every tree from an area doesn’t leave a single

. Wild coho once

been reduced to 5,000, Mason said.

Peter Moyle, fisheries expert at UC Davis,
testified on behalfof E.P.I.C. that 5 to10

tree to spread seeds, she said.
The thick canopy supported by the old-

percent of the wild coho left spawn in the

growth trees is home to several species of
animals which are
whether or
not they are listed as
under state
or federal Endangered Species laws, said

groves in Headwaters Forest.
In a clear-cut forest without roots and
forest floor foliage to anchor soil, it fills the
streams and chokes spawning salmon and

undisturbed watersheds of the old-growth

Paul Mason, a member of E.P.1.C.’s board

of directors.
The marbled murrelet, a small seabird, is

SOURCE:
Sierra Biodiversity institute

listed under the federal Endangered Species
Actas threatened and under the state law as
said Mason.
The murrelet
nests high in the canopiesof
the trees. Its
ion once estimated at
60,000in
California has dropped
to 2,000
to 5,000 birds according to the Fish and
Game
t.

JACKSON GARLANO/ GRAPHICS EDITOR = The murrelet needs strong branches and

A Pacific Lumber historical
timeline
1882
1869

1887

Efforts to breed fish in hatcheries have
spawned weaker fish because they cannot
adapt to the wild, Mason said.
Environmentalists are volunteering fulltime to save these species of California's

natural history.

“I have worked here for almost four years

and I’ve never been paid,” said Soucy, “I
have a love for wildlife and it’s important to

me to

their habitat and

people to see the beauty in nature.”

(gam
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PL fights for
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Humboldt County's revenue from Pacific Lumber at a glance
The following figures show the total
revenue to the same categoriesin
Humboldt
County during fiscal year

tax is about 2.9 percentof
The timber
d.of
One way
the value of timber harveste
in
that
consider
to
is
looking at this value
Humboldt County, each truckload of logs

its redwoods

1991-92:

This
$75 in local revenues.

By Leesa Coble
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS EDITOR

spent.
es
money is
how therat
graph illust

Local schools:

$1,613,703

County general fund: §$ 761876

After nine years of heated battles with

is still fighting for its property.
Money, property or the right to log is

County roads:

$ 112,582

County library:

$

Local service districts: $

what the PL wants for the 5,500 acres of the

M22

25,532

valuable old-growth forest it owns — part of

Old-growth timber yield
ranges
from $1 to $1.30
per board foot. Secondgrowth timber yield ranges
ee
en

.
the last unprotected
The first law suit to protect the Headwa-

by the Environfiled in 1987
est
ters Forwas

mental Protection Information Center. Since
then PL has held on tight to its property.
“This is private property were

Humboldt County's Top 10 employers
2000 (The Pacific Lumber Co. is the
top private employer in the

talki

county.
The company had 1,420

about,” said Mary Bullwinkel, PL spokeswoman. “I wonder how the environmental-

1500

what they were doing.”

1000

employees in 1994.

ists would like it if someone came to take
over their office because they didn’t like
Environmental organizations banded to-

gether against PL after Charles Hurwitz,

Old-growth redwood is often
used for decorative purposes
because
of its deep red

chief executive officer of MAXXAM Group
Inc., acquired the company in a takeover
and started to double its logging.
“I think one thing we have to recognize is
that land was zoned for timber production
by the state,” said forestry Professor Carlton

O Humboldt Pacific
County Lumber

Yee, former vice-chairman ofthe State Board

of Forestry.

Although PLhasalegal obligation to com-

ply with forest management regulations and

federal laws suchas the Endangered Species

Act — reasons considered to be public ben-

efit — it should not have to absorb the costs,

HSU

St.
Joseph

College Eureka General Cal Louisiana Simpson
Timber
City Hospital Trans Pacific
of the
Redwoods Schools

SOURCE: Paciic Lumber Co., Noth Const Almanacs

when it’s done for public purposes.”
neration
Taking away the company’s land would

be “like me doing something and saying just

ernment ought to buy it.”
forcon l
nta
are focused
nme
efforts
Enviro
ing Hurwitz to turn over PL land in ex-

because you attend Humboldt State have to
pay for my transgressions,” he said. “They
haven’t got a snowball’s chance in hell it will
work.”
At the heart of this debate is what Yee
considers contingent and market values.
The difference between the two is how
you phrase the question, he said. “Contingent value is Ill ask you, ‘Would you like to
save old growth redwood?” ... and market
value is ‘How much are you willing to pay to

fellow investors created when a Texas sav-

Only $500,560 was collected from the

Yee said.

“Does the obligation (to protect the envi-

ronment) entail holding large amounts of
valuable land untouched for a wild-life species? I don’t think so,” Yee said. “If that is
the case, then we have crossed that line

(where) the public benefits have outweighed

the private benefits and, therefore, the gov-

change for a $1.6 billion debt Hurwitz and

save old growth redwood?”

ings and loan company collapsed.

voluntary contribution to the Rare and Endangered Species Preservation Program
from approximately 13 million tax returns

“There is no debt to be exchanged,”
Bullwinkel said. “What Mr. Hurwitz and
his investors are involved with is separate
from the Pacific Lumber Co.
“We are a wholly-owned subsidiary ...

posal would be unconstitutional.
“We are a country that is built on private

1,500-acre buffer zone was valued at $500

growth logs.

waters Grove and a 1,500 acre buffer zone.

Old-growth trees produce rich red timber with a tight, even grain that is fortified
with chemicals that make it water and rot
resistant, making ita sought-after decorative
wood.
“We are talking about a valuable resource,” Bullwinkel said. The old-growth
trees when put through the sawmill also
keep people employed.
employer.
private y’s
largest unt
PListheco
It 1994 it employed 1,420 people.
“I don’t think folks realize how much PL

gives to the community,” Bullwinkel said.

tected acres of old-growth trees in existence

The 3,000-acre Headwaters Forest and a

Headwaters Forest.

handle young

will give the company old-growth Douglas
firs owned by the Bureau of Land Management in exchange for the 3,000 acre Head-

market value,” Bullwinkel said. A price that,

Yee said the debt-for-nature swap pro-

Lumber Co., not as an arm of MAXXAM.”

in Fortunato

has introduceda PL-backed proposal which

million by the U.S. Forest Service in 1993

ager of statistical research for the California
Franchise Tax Board. That is several hun-

dred million dollars less than the price for

thing called the Fifth Amendment that says
property shall not be taken without remu-

Congressman Frank Riggs, R-Windsor,

“If you put PL out ofbusiness you are going
to see a major economic impact on Humboldt County.”
“It is not like we have ignored our obligation to make sure some of the most magnificent forests of the world are preserved,” she
said. “We have done that.”
She explained PL has donated and/or

in 1994, according to George Ramsey, man-

they own us but we operate as the Pacific

property rights,” he said. “There is some-

EDITOR
GRAPHICSDY
JACKSON GARLAN

and PL is willing to sell the land for its “fair

sold 20,000 of the remaining 80,000 pro-

so far, no one can afford to pay.

to the government .

andtru
betocks
haul logs.

Inc. with
MAXXAM

82 percent of
stockholders
approving.

PL purchaseda
sawmill
in Carlotta
from Louisiana

Pacific.

virgin old-growth
redwood forest on its

property.

340 tons per year.

JACKSON GARLANO/ GRAPHICS EDITOR
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Stroup to bring ‘voracious appetite’ to HSU
ae

“It is one of the most beloved
and taxing song cycles in the Ger-

man repertoire tracing
a woman's
thoughts and feelings through
most of the transitions in her
life,” she said.

“Some of the sentiments in the

Oy

ee

ere

song may sound old-fashioned
but the universal themes of love,

a

In keeping with her operatic
ambitions, HSU

alumnus

Ka-

mala Stroup ventures back to
Fulkerson Recital Hall to perform a variety of songs that
should be as lyrically gratifying

as they are challenging.
Accompanied by pianist
Nancy Correl, the program will

include a selection of arias and a
number of songs by Claude
Debussy.

Sunday night, however, her“voracious appetite for things operatic” should be satiated when

Stroup, who majored in French
and German while at HSU and
studied voice with instructor Kenneth Hannaford, performs the
Schumann
song
__cycie,

‘Frauenliebe und Leben.’.
“Singing this piece. is a longheld ambition of mine,” Stroup
said in a phone interview from
San Francisco.

motherhood and loss continue
to resonate with women today.”
Stroup returns to perform at
HSU after a three-year hiatus in
San Francisco studying voice at

the San Francisco Music Con-

servatory under the tutelage of
Marcie and Gregory Stapp.
Stroup, a winner of the National Association for Theatrical

Singing Summer Festival Competition and prodigy of her op-

mastered is a tribute to her vocal

talents.

“Her studies in French and
German give her an unrivaled

understanding and love of the
French language,” Correll said.

“The lush harmonies and understated melodies of Debussy
have always sounded wonderful in

Kamala’s voice.”

In addition to the tere | and
Schumann works, Stroup will
form a wide range of arias ad
i

inga seldom performed “Gavotte”
by Massenet, a playful song from

“Tartuffe” by Mechem and a texture-rich, classic aria by Donizetti

titled, “Regnava.”
However, it is the Schumann

piece that will make Stroup’s return to HSU the most gratifying.

“My performances with the
Lamplighters, the San Francisco

eratic mentor Blanche Thebom,
performed with the Humboldt
Symphony and Early Music Society before moving on to “grow
and vocally effervesce as a vocalist.”
“Arcata provided a venue in
which I could practice what I
was learning at HSU and offered
me many opportunities to increase my confidence in prepa-

Flair, the Pocket Opera and the
Highwater Trio are in the past,”
Stroup said.
“The present holds an anticipation for certain ambitions that
I hope to satisfy come Sunday
afternoon.
“And I aim to make it worthwhile for everyone in atten-

the operatic world,” Stroup said.
To her accompanist Correll,

Tickets are $4 general, $1 student/seniors and proceeds will
benefit HSU Music Department
Scholarship Fund.

ration for the bigger arenas of

however, the music Stroup has

dance,” she said.

Concert set to benefit

COURTESY
OF HSU MUSIC DEPARTMENT

HSU

grad Kamala Stroup will return to her alma mater Sunday

to perform a program about a woman's life and experiences.

Troupe 4
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ailing musician
Burzynski Research Institute in
Houston.
The treatment uses pep-

the body‘
tides produced by mil

have donated some of their finest

work for an art raffle.

There are half a dozen art pieces

worth more than $1,000 Green

‘sehallgjarlalhnaneegeed.
i has

said. These pieces will be sold in a

"these "There are so many. people
Sdiapdunda
to give so much. This
treat patients willing

“silent

This
a very effort. ocean
expensive

their
bid
onapiece

withvarious charity event is a treasureof
Artists

and

musicians

in

Humboldt
County will band to-

getherto help fellow artistand com-

eee
ity

Mateel

res

member Dawn

ieat

Community Center in

_ iene and fund of Champ
ee

cf fo hep wath her medical ex-

treatment
be-

Green, an

the door. For an additional $10,

of the event

and friendof
ie first moved to Southern Humboldt
25 years ago with
her
ts.
has been a lead singer for
*

ics” and is a present

Sap

“Gils Nigh tOut.”
Ou ’

alter-

Dr. Stanislau Berzynski of the

—

.

The benefit starts at 2 p.m. and

pee bre
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a
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treads oiicend: "
‘gany. Humboldt: County artists |
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to the event will be by donation at

—Caagl
dp
vo
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a
n
o
native cancer treatmient
created by — lineal
to usean

concert
eee aie.

te
ers put

cause it is s0
cutting edge
and experimental, said Doug

many bands since then, such as
“Night
Life”
and _— the

underwent chemotherapy with
good results, pe aad
nba
year. Because she was diagnosed
as terminal her insurance
will only

yD

oo

——

dren,
he said.

Green said he feels the benefit
will
be very successful.
“feel very
ve lucky to be asked to

is ied
‘in: music,

d

a.

dinner
will be provided.
The goal is to raise $20,000 to
help the
family “aleviate
the burden” of mounting medical
expenses
and help with day-to-day
expenses
of raising two small chil-

—..

two years ata

ns. tended the
company’s

“sheer. virtuosity,” adding

“with
comee
to wothis
s n
rld muis sithec
lorning
stated “Les Ballets Afticains put

on a show that was the equivaLes Ballets Africains, which
performs at the Van Duzer
Theatre on T
, was created in 1952 by Guinean cho.
Gain
tow.
pgp
gecipes

dence in 1: giipeco coed
‘became the national dance en-

e
|
on

of. the Republic of.

. Guinea. °

*by Since’ then, Lés Ballets

Nene of'a tiple dase of.calfeine
ipl iy imamate
"Les Ballets Afticains artistic
director is Italo Zambo, who
auditioned for Les Ballets
Africainsin 1955 and first came
to Guinea in ee eee

See Ballet, page 24
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Armadillos to shuffle into Club West
@ Country group
brings hit music
to Club West
Saturday.

playing since he was 5.
The band members’ influences
are varied:
¢ Josh Graham, founding
member and rhythm guitarist,
was inspired by George Strait
and Alan Jackson.
e Aaron Casida, bass guitar-

ist, grew up on a steady diet of
rock with some country.
© Rick Russell, lead vocals, is

By Peter Sciacca

rooted deeply in country music
with Randy Travis being a primary influence.
¢ Lead guitarist Scott Meek’s
brash and intense style of playing was inspired by Van Halen,
Restless Heart, Hank Williams

The Smokin’ Armadillos, one

of the most popular country acts
touring, are set to scorch Club
West on Saturday. The show is
part ofa brief California tour that
will include shows in Gridley,
Concord, Victorville and Em-

Jr. and the Beatles.
© Darrin Kirkindoll, drummer,

formerly played in a contemporary Christian band.

Just coming off a No. 1 hit on

the country charts titled “Let
Your Heart Lead Your Mind,”

pirical.
The band’s music is a blend of

the Smokin’ Armadillos are
poised to release a major-label
debut on March 12. The self-

chord driven rhythms with
blinding fiddle licks by 18-yearold Jason Theiste, who has been

titled debut was recorded in
Nashville, Tennessee and will be

country, groove and. power

distributed by MCG/Curb.

Though achieving success as a country music band, the Smokin’ Armadillos take their style
from several different artists, such as the Beaties and Van Halen. Recorded in Nashville, their
new album hits the store on Tuesday.
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AZEVEDO

Theartist
known
as Prince has found ie
cess and her name is
Garcia.

2]

851 Bayside Road, Suite A
Arcata, CA 95521
(707) 822-7641
(707) 822-4551 FAX

to prove it.
“Young, Hard and Solo I
and III” and “Hot Sessions
II” were filmed two years prior
to Rex’s stint as a Tommy

apolis after the couple arrived at

on Valentine’s Day in Minne-

model. Despite the fact
that they are aimed at gay audi-

the church incognito in vans

ences, the 21-year-old
Rex pro-

wore a white Gianni Versace

MTV hasalsostatedinapress

marked “Mark’s Carpets.” She
dress, he carried a scepter and

two dozen white pigeons were

released.
The fairy tale supposedly
began five years ago in Germany

when he spotted the belly dancer
in a crowded room and pronounced, “There’s my future

_

THE

Ieeria

release that he “won’t be punished for what he did in the

past.”

¢ Shoppers in Britain will
see a new beverage on the

ZONE

shelves — Pammy Cola — paying homage to “Baywatch”
babe, Pamela Lee

| co eae 2 oll I col a

e You may not win the

wife.”
one

tion remains

anand: Witithey linehape
pily ever after?
e MTV’s Simon Rex has

nomination for club president, but you can become a

Free! - Refreshments Provided — ;

Rogaine user without a prescription now.

bared all to get to the top and the

Friday, March 8
8:30 p.m.
Science B, Room 135

— Carrie Bell
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O
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|
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(PG-13)

Richard Oreytuss
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Down
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Periscope (PG-13)
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The Lumberjack

Club brings south of the border
ballet to Van Duzer Theatre
“The group has preparedinthe

with excellentmatelast five weeks
rial and will perform an excellent
program,” O’Connor said.

Performing Sunday, March 10th

Nuns With Guns
—
915 H St, Arcata
g2n.47es

Nayarit,

gether some of their own costumes and we're getting new

Not every dance features pait

The Ballet Folklorico de Humboldt is a campus club that per-

dresses from Mexico which will

add to the pageantry of the concert.”

One dance to be performed is

= Dances from Jalisco are per-

The rhythms and dance steps of
Mexico have migrated to HSU and i love to rn it. it's an
will be performed in the Van Duzer

day.

©'Connor said. “They've put to-

dancing. Someareperformedby
men only and women only. -

a Yaqui Indian dance which is

Theatre by the Ballet Folklorico
de Humboldt Friday and Satur-

“It’s very strenous, nine to

a week,”
twelve hours of practice

Norteno, Chiapas,
Yucatén and Jalisco.

By Nora Whitworth

Members also adel pe
hours practicing the dances.

formed in colorful dresses, while

Veracruz dances are performed in white dresses with
fans, representing the heat of

excitement. The only woy i
t. 8
Sa
8

the region, iio said.
Dances from the Nortefio re-

gion are influenced by Euro-

can show it is by dancing.

DENISE ORTIZ
Ballet Folklorico co-chair

pean settlers in music as well
as dancing, while Veracruz

forms dances from different re219 Sth Seroct. Suite 205

one aaa

lend

—Ciewedeies
— Single Service Equipment

ne

ee.

performed to give respect to the

movement versus dress move-

“I love to do it. It’s an excitem uit. Theonly
way Icanshowitis

deer before they are hunted,
O°Connor said.
cca

menttocatch the audience's eye,
Ortiz said.

Ortiz, abusinessadministration

adnon-physicalcontactbetween

cause everyone catches our foot-

the dancers. The woman usesher

work,” Ortiz said. “We do con-

—

you can do Veracruz you can do

senior who has danced for three-

and-a-halfyears, begandancingin

in

Come

for

SE

byte.

a quick

Veracruz dances rely on foot

performed by three men. It is

by dancing,” Ortiz said.

ae

shows influence from Spain.

gions in Mexico, said Denise Ortiz,

co-chair of the club.

ss

ee

ee

Jeff O'Connor. O'Connor is also
the advisor to the club.

In pair dancing there is flirting

skirttokeepherpartnerataproper

The

oe te

eee

members

of

Ballet

Folklorico de Humboldt raise

money for the club to purchase

© “We have to do it right be-

sider Veracruz challenging. If

are $8 general admis-

—

sion, and $5 for students and se-

niors.

¢ Full Color Prints - $1.95
* Scanning
- $5 per scan

+ 155 Available Fonts

° Full Serve Laser Typesetting

|

10% Student Discount with Student LD. a

Not valid with ocher offers, postage & shipping services.
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WEDNESDAYS
50¢ Beer
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)
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“4/2 tel

$3.60.
oii

Purple Hooters
Alabama Slammers

Long Island Iced Teas
Vocal Recital
Kamala Stroup,
(4 p.m. concert)

SATURDAYS
Soprano

Saxophone Quartet
Percussion

Enaembie

Call Concert Line at 8286-8436

Happy Hour 9 p.m. to Midnight

ery:

Faculty Artist Series

group.

a

Ballet Folklorico de Humboldt

will perform dances from Veracruz,

:

costumes not made by the

Ft

865 9th Street * 822-2302
Please don't drink and drive « No one under 21

or

Music Dept. Office at 826-3651
es

Saiiiaeitditiedaadidiee:
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eee
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The Scene’s
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Rating System

wi
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¢ Worth chopping down
an old-growth forest over.

praises freedom
while “Other

past work. The tracks and the
Se
ee
eet the
essence
of folk.
The subject
matter is wi
varied. “Kiss Me, Miss Liberty”

People’s Failure” examineshow

often the misery of one is comedy for another.

“C

and Psycho”
is an

passionate love

where Cupid islet defences
e Almost worth aclear cut.

“1

© Let the little creatures
keep their homes over this
one.

ohn W

Harding

Sohn Weary Harding’s New
Deal”
Forward

A"

Lots ~ people love grassroots
music, but John Wesley Harding

makes it for a living.

This long-time folk musician is

back with soft and simple guitar,
meaningful lyrics and uncluttered

thoughts and melodies. The CD

features 13 tracks Harding made

on “his own time and dime” in
Chris Von Sneidern’s San Fran-

in the face of love and his “arrows
are useless, they just crash
and burn.”
Influences are obvious and
fans of Elvis Costello, Paul

Westerberg,
John Prine or Bob
ng will enjoy Harding as
w
The accents of Tammy
Rogers’ violin and Robert

Lloyd’s organ fit like lock and

key with the musical textures.
Brilliant
use of the typewriteras

a segue to the o

track,

“To Whom It May Concern.”

See Rants & Raves, page 24
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Ballet
© Continued
from page 19
of the troupe. He became director

1989
from the 1959
mighrocogisehim
film “Ben Hur,” in which he led

the slave dance.
Since the inception of Les Ballets Africains, it has always been
the company’s artistic policy to
produce works that deal with universal issues within the context of
their cultural perspective.
Forexample,
in recent years, the
show “Mall-Sadio” focused on
faithfulness and trust while “The
Bell of Hamana” concentrated on
the protection of the environment.
With the continued encouragement and support of the Guinean

Jimmy

standard
_
seduction
and relaxation
price
of one CD.
The story is set in the 14th century and recountes the
of
Bala Fassake Kouyate.
production carries the viewer across
the Mandingo Empire and into

the lands of the Sosso, the Baga

Count Basie’s“Goin’ To Chicago” _&¥¢t missing the actual show.

and the Peuhl, demonstrating the
richness and diversity of a cultural heritage which still exists today in Guinea’s four natural re-

ve |
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classic aio
including
“Ain’t Nobody’s Business” and
“Money
Is getting Cheaper.”
He alao turns in sexy versionsof

It has the usual downfalls
of ali
recording
such as too extensive apsessions and
screeches. It unfortunately 7 :
uch a visceral response you'll re-

(no less swinging than the original)
and Aaron Walker’s “Stormy Monday.” His cover
of “What A Won-
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Former NFL star to mengme
@ Joe Thiesmann
to help raise money
for HSU athletics.

By Jeff Viera

ai Auction

lyst on NFL Game Day. He receiveda Cable ACE Award in 1993

3
=

“We are very excited for someonecoming
here from so far away,”

to Associate Athletic

from Tim Brown,” Coelho said.

wh inadiede
ee

tan

Football

“Glee linebacker Lawrence
Taylor sacked Theismann snapping his leg backward
ig his
career. The
ee
thousands
the country.
Theismann
is now ESPN’s color

commentator for Sunday Night
NFL and serves as a in-studio
ana-

“But the Raiders called some unexpected mini-camps and we were
forced to look elsewhere.”
Last year the event raised
$94,765
down from the three previous years were the total went
above 100,000.

$24,765

$04,765

Without events like this we would

have to drop a sport like football

$78,000
$90,123
$75,444

} 1991

$98,817

$32,298

$66,519

_ 1990

$97,660

$31,231

$65,429

$86,510

$19,686

$66,824

, 1988
- 1987

$59,805
$33,975

$18,789
$11,191

$41,016
$22,784

| 1986

$17,262

| 1989

and a

"i

fear NFL veteran,
See Auction, page 27
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S

O
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Poor shooting nights for both
the men’s and women’s basketball teams played a role in why
both teams were bounced from
the Northern California Athletic
Conference playoffs last week.

Men's Basketball
HSU went to Sonoma State last

on Saturday in the Redwood Bowl.

Wednesday with hopes of beating the Cossacks for the first time
in three tries this season.
The ‘Jacks missed all 16 oftheir
three point field goal attempts as

The Jacks will host Chico State
in a dual meet beginning
at 11 a.m.

“We have a lot of people doing
good things,” Williams said. “With
the exception
of two people we are
eres and ready to show fans
er
ater
Lid ofa preg

Caen completed the sweep of
HSU 74-58.
“It was a lot like our previous

“ae
eaeclanee

games,” Coach Tom Wood said.
“We didn’t match up to their
physical play or intensity.”

Wood went into the game with

a slow, defensive tempo in mind.
However, Sonoma shot 52 percent with which the ‘Jacks were
unable to match.
Chuck Legan, playing his final

"She upeet the top U.S. women
week- and-a-half
ago in the 60-

game, scored a team high 19

meter sprint.
This weekend’s meet will fea-

points and nine rebounds. No
other HSU player scored in

ture the season’s first 10,000-meter

double figures.

race for men and women.
With the elimination of the 5,000
and women’s 1,500, the 10,000
should be stacked with a lot of
distance runners.

Keeta Zimmerman and Percy

Sara Flores, left, won the 800 and 5,000 meters on Saturday.

a tight hamstring before last
Saturday’s meet and dropped out
of all but one event. McGee hurt

his back lifting weights.
Their status will be upgraded
tomorrow.
Last weekend, HSU partici-

See Track and Field, page 26

proud oftheiraccomplishm

ents. ”

HSU will definitely be hurt by

graduation. Four of the five starters from this year’s team are seniors.
Women’s

Basketball

Three days after pulling out

one of the biggest upsets in the
school’s history, the ‘Jacks ran
out of steam last Friday.
Tied with 13 minutes to go,
Chico State went ona major scoring run which saw the ‘Jacks’
Cinderella season come to an end
with a 73-47 loss.
HSU shot 25 percent from the

floor in a poorly played game by
both teams according to Coach

Pam Martin.

“We « couldn’t get our offense
going,” Martin said. “When
Chico
gets ona roll, they
get ona
roll. We couldn’t stop their momentum.”
Sarah Trobee, who has come

off the bench and played well as

of late, lead the *Jacks with 14
points. Chico State had three
players reach double figures.
The’ Jacks finish 1 1-16 (fourth
place in the NCAC).

“We achieved our goal of fin-

Two of Sonoma’s most physi-

ishing in the top four in confer-

Michael DeSantis finished with
23 and 19 points respectively.
HSU finishes the season 1413. Legan was named to the AllNCAC team. Brock Chase, Rick
Mayhew and Toby Tollack were

record would have been a lot better if Keri (Rocha) had been
healthy all season.
Rocha and Tami McCanless

cal players, Ed Madec and

KEITH SHEFFIELD’ SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHER

d S

en

S e as on

at its first home meet.

for Saturday’s meet.
Zimmerman was suffering from

$9,449

$7,813

able to add two more

Coach James Willams is optimisticthe
HSU track and field team
will give local fans a good showing

McGee are listed as questionable

fc

JACKSON GARLANO/
GRAPHICS EDITOR

By Jeff Viera

usually don’tlike to show
us what they really have,” Williams said. “They'll do enough to
try and win without showing us
everything,
It will allow us to do
things too.”

meet

PRRs Hae) Oe Rage

$30,000
$35,267
$35,171

HSU to host track and field meet

several runners out of events.

Re

$108,000
$125,390
$110,615

By Jeff Viera

Williams
expects Chico to hold

a

1904
| 1993
| 1992

“Ie is a good, $100,000 event,”

Coelho said. “Two thirds nd
money to fund the sports teams
generated through iasidieloing

TES

given honorable mentions.
“I would not say it was a perfect
scenario, but it was a successful
season,” Wood said. “It was a

good group to coach and I’m

ence,” Martin said. “I think our

made All-NCAC second team.

“The win
t Davis was
big,” Martin said. “The team put
it all together after a poor outing
against Sonoma (the previous
week). We showed a lot of character, grit and determination.”
|
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Softball Standings
Sistas

.

of the Week:
NCAC Pitcher

ae

6
TEAM
HEY
SonomaSt

NCAC
WhL
4 0
4 0

UC Davis
CSUStanislaus
SF State
CGUHaywed
CSU Chico

4
0
1000
13
1
3
2580
5
0
4
000
3
0
4
000
2
Did not report standings

Ph
1000
1000

Gina Weber (UC Davis)

WL
12 2
11 3
4
9
10
9

Pet
67
786
.785
367
231
«162

HOURS

i

Scores:

This Week:
UC Davis at CSU Chico

HSU 2-0 vs. CSU Stanisiaus (10-0, 2-1)

CSU Stanislaus
at SF State

UC Davis 2-0 vs. SF State (2-0,10-0)
CSU Stanislaus 1-1 vs. Chico St. (5-4, 2-3)

CSU Chico at CSU Hayward
CSU Stanislau
at Sonoma sSt.

Sonoma St. 2-0 vs. SF State (10-0, 11-1)

HSU at CSU Hayward

Sonoma St. 2-0 vs. CSU Hayward (4-1, 4-3)

RECREATION

NCAC Player of the Week:
Tami Page (Sonoma
St.)

HSU at UC Davis

NEW DROP-IN SCHEDULE
Throughout Intramural Leagues
SWIVMIMING/KAYAKIN

Mon./Wed.
and Fri.

Swimming 7-8am _ Pool
12-lpm_
Pool

)
4-5pm _—
Tues./Thurs. Swimming 7-8am _—
4-5pm _s
ednesday Kayaking 7:30-9pm

Sat./Sun.
IVLLEY BA

Swimming

12-4pm

BASRE LBA

Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool

Pool

BAUMINION

NOTE: Thursday night drop-in volleyball
and basket
has been
bal
cancelle
ld
for remain
of the der
semester.
Sunday
Basketball 12-2:30pm East Gym
Volleyball 12:15-2:45 West Gym
Badminton 2:30-5pm East Gym
Bring valid student ID

LOURNAMENTS
Up-coming tournaments for Spring 1996
MEN’S SLOW PITCH
TOURNAMENT

When:

April 4,5&6

Cost: $45 Student team

s the 800.
* Continued from page 25
year.Flore
also won
pated in the UC Davis trianglular
Brent Tocher, a junior transfer
meet with the Aggiesand Stanislaus from College ofthe Redwoods,set
State.
Both the men and women’s

a school record in 400-meter
hurdl
with atimees
of 52.96. Mak-

hind Davis.

the 110 hurdles.

1,500 events.
Javelin thrower Dave Pearson
threw 186 feet, three inches on
Saturday. It was a personal best
and third best on the HSU all-time

teams finished in second place be- ing his HSU debut, he also won _ list.
Sara Flores opened with a provisional qualifying in the 5,000
with a time of 17 minutes and 26
.04 seconds. It was very close to
her All-American time set last

Joe Waters, a junior from San

_—_ Williams expects him to bring _ Francisco, won the 400.
down his 400 hurdle time even | HSU won the men’s 400 relay
further.
with a time of 3:18.91.
Other standouts include Rio
Chuck Vacin won the shot put
Anderson who won the 800 and __ with a distance of 48 feet.

VOTE ror John Woolley
PROGRESSIVE LEADERSHIP
© To Protect, Restore, and
Encourage the Sustainable
Use of Our Natural Resources
© To Promote
Multi-Cultural Education

¢ To Create Jobs and
Diversify Our Economy

© To Improve Services
for Our Families and
Our Children

$80 Community
WOMEN’S SOFTBALL
TOURNAMENT

When:
April 20 &21
Cost: $45 Student team

$80 Community

_ Vote Tuesday, March 26th
for more info or to volunteer

call 826-7719 or E-mail: WOOLEYSUP@AOL.COM
Faid for by Friende of John Woolley, FO. Box 758 Arcata, CA 95518

The Lumberjack

Softball
team ready _ sing to the five freshman starters,
for showdown
or bane Bese,
pecvesting
SS
eee

Wednesday, March

© Continued
from page 25

Theismann played in 163 con-

Friday and Cal State Hayward on

two-time Pro Bowl selection,

season set to

. The Aggies, who are

among the top teams oe oe

ern
rp

n, handed
ererbing

The HSU crew team begins its

one of

15-2 overall
and 4-Oincon-

ference, tunedup for the event

meet
Saturday and

The

|
i

_
[@

gs

byDivisionISt.
Mary’s(1-0)on
S unday.

7

—

Miami in Su-

Universi
of Notre ty
Dame in 1971

will travel to | Where he received All-American
| Lake Natoma | honors and|ed the Irish to Cotton

}

| to take regatta
part in | Bow!In hisappearances
twice.
| the
senior year, he was

run-

qi
end
gi
|
|Ekommman
| After 21 When ‘Telaana arive in

| whichishosted | ®¢f-upto the Heisman Trophy -

by sweeping

then

‘Jacks

|

|

4

F|

|
|
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RRS

SER

i

Ree

ea

State.

years
as a club

eae

collegiate sport

0

oe We vig

oamevons

ce

Freshman

to comply

with

eas Gn yen”” Coach Robin | fessional sporting events such as

ERA of0.39.
to 8-1 witha
record
“She’s

not bad fora player re-

“The

ions. oY

be auctioned oe a trip to the

pressure is a lot greater | Caribbean, tickets to various pro-

Meiggs said.

memorabilia and collectibles; a

cruited to play second base and team for the last four years and

round ofgolfwith Theismann; and

shortstop,” Coach Frank Cheek _ participated before that.

Courtney Watson and Alisa
Tipton, bothjuniorcollegetrans-

Esther Scannell is the ‘Jacks

top rower. The senior from San
Diego is counted on as a team

fers in their first season at HSU, _ leader.

are hitting 424 and .422respec-

Eye Exams

ii
A
©

Service

Available

—

velebie
Al Prescriptions

Pe
Filled

© Emergency
Repair Service

R yoo

© Lab on Premises

826-7
194
1731 G St., Arcata * Next to Subway
BOD

(CHA

S

DS

BILLIAR

the A’s, Giants and 49ers; sports

Meigs has coached
the club

said.

e One Day

CAR,

ot

© Immediate

Among other items planned to

tories last

to run her

Mester

9

Title Nine

uptwomorevic-

alia

-

2

pitcher Erin Rathke continuesto

impress,

&

| sport, crew be- | JoeTheismaRedskin
para
nnand
pheralia which willbe aueoned
came an inter-

a

.

in

mene

f

ar

O.D.

OPTOMETRIST

Theismann lead Washington to a

inagural season with the Sacra- | Pe
Theismann graduated from the
mento Regatta Saturday.

The ‘Jacks,

PA UL RICHARD KING,

secuti
games from ve
1974-85. A

begin
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Auction—

The HSU softball
team hasan __ will be quite significant
for
important weekend ahead.

The ‘Jacks travel to UC Davis, Inaugural crew

6,1996

much more.

—

ine

Among the items auctioned in

the past were a room additon to a
house, six truckloads of bark, a

pinball machine, a wine collection

The first time
to see the Jacks | Nd trips to Hawaii and the Super

tively.

at home will be April 20 at the

Bowl.

on the field,” Cheek said refer-

Bay.

To purchase tickets or forany more

“We are putting a young team _ Blue Heron Regattaon Humboldt

Tickets for this event are $85.

information
contact Coelho at 8265959.

THE ONE STOP
SOURCE
FOR ALL
YOUR
IMPORT
NEEDS!
e VISA
¢ MASTERCARD
¢ DISCOVER

Happy

Anchor Steam
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$5.50
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Pyramid Apricot
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EDITORIAL

3

Sit

ears

U.S. presence in Bosnia
helps end human suffering

You etcame a wesarPf

Much has been in the news recently about Bosnia, and arguments have been made for and against the U.S. presence there.
Rarely do we stop and think about what we have in the United
States. Too often we take for a
our lifestyle, especially
_ compared
to what so many
people do not have in the world today.
As students, many ofus do not appreciate that we can buy food
at Safeway 24 hours a day, or
around town without having
to dodge snipers. It is too easy to look the other way or change the
channel
when we see news ofa famine in Somalia
or the latest war
atrocities in Bosnia.
As Bosnian HSU student Arijana Suljagic has shown, people

do not have any control over being caught in the middle of a war.
These people are not just strangers nor total y
unlike us. Maybe
they are from a different culture or speak a different language, but

human suffering is universal and no less severe because the war
is not in our backyard.

We should never forget what we have in our lives when so many
people do without clean water, food and peace every day around

the world.

As Suljagic says, electricity is finally being restored to Sarajevo
due to U.S. military presence and she has hope for her city.
Whether or not U.S. intervention is in the best interest politically,
it is at the moment in the best interest for humanity.
Everyone can do something to help the poverty and war stricken

areas of the world. Whether it’s buying cards from UNICEF or
donating money to a group that sends toys to Bosnia. Your
donation, no matter how small, will make a difference. And if

enough people pitch-in, then together a substantial difference
can be made to improve lives worldwide.

Satan % Son cots To Carced.

oe

Commercial break

How to beat TV dentists and that ‘not-so-fresh feeling’
I was combing my hair the otherda
sik t matiend cometiinn shin — tiles
Dandruff. Scalp snow. Initially, I was
stunned, then embarrassed.
I mean who
wants to talk to a guy with flakes all over
his shirt? I guess the world is telling me
that, despite having “good academic
standing” for two semesters
straigh,
I’m
Tits fancier Soneneong beatae,
ig spooge-head.

smoke, but when lighting up isn’t on

a

count sheep when you can hallucinate
them, anyway?

Liquid

I’m nota doctor, but I play one on TV,

which basically means I’man out-of-work
because,
let’s face it, ifyou’re not on

Chrisman

the menu, I reach for a stick o gum.Of rented mule.

course, it takes about 30 pieces of

_I want to know more about Rogaine,

nicotine as one Camel, but that’s not the

my chest and wake up the next day look-

Wrigley’s to get the same

amount of

dammit. I wanttoknow
can spray
it on
ifl

point. I
the cool, re
taste —_ ing like King Kong in a sweater vest.
and I really
mnaton Oe ERS er
"Sometimes get that “not-eo-tresh fecltine, except when I start shaking like a _ ing,”
but that feeling can’tholdacandleto
defective vibrator.
how sick I foal wheat bite into ig greasy

My dentist tells me I have tartar and

tell him to mind his own friggin’ business
and give me some nitrous oxide before I

quit

i

hambduring
urge
one of r
these

femini

hygiene commercials.
don’t want some watered down ver-

in my late sion of a regular beer. I want to spend
- [was

$1.09 and get my blood alcohol within an
outthereisnolawthat
teens when I
obligates humans to visit the dentistonce _ earshot of maximum human tolerance.

ayearandeversincel'vebeenatadbitter.
ou TV dentists don’t scare me.

| Sure, sometimes I get those “nightie
oe
ee.

Sometimes I feel like the only man on _ stuffy-head-fevers,” but it’s usually that
earth who hasn't taken the Old Spice _bored-beyond-belief-frustrating-soberpee Sehvsopiast pe vattres much
seen.

Spice nee is
douse yourselfin
the town without getting

ily as a thoughtlessly parked Lexus and

the manipulation of man 8 agenda, 1s one

Without quarter or

on.

actor, which basically means Idrinklikea ‘The uniformed and faceless heavies are
Viking. So when my headaches
are at Caught
in an indisputable
industrial
conthsi worst, Luck Sera leodod weupan, flict, however in this cool and refreshing

Lunch
David

_ Socioeconomic barriersarelifted as cas-

youcan
coffee-just
to get hi
means
dgoouton Sooty ling ies ies cee
beaten like a freezer for a lethal gulp of NyQuil. Why

“ER”

world, the working class has as much say

—
8 calendr.
t who wants to iqbuiewelerie
Hreieu
t’s nice to pide ethernet
the insatiable objects (symbolized
who smells? I
get close with someone
mean, if she’s

ing

a marathon that’s

_ by the seemingly immovable
Lexus) rep-

one thing, but ... Youknow what? Screw _esent the two divisions of man that are

the Signi’ marathon! I'dort ww cy ofmanipulated
through the ancient legacy
human kindness ... or are the Mentos

girlfriend to smell even if she’s running a
mara-

tharenc My dentist tells me | have tartar and | tell him to

reuse;
care if
she just

mind his own friggin’ business and give me some
nitrous oxide before | quit brushing altogether.

Ironman Contest dough Death V

There
will be no B.O. of any kind.
If it's candies the forbidden fruit, tempting the

strong enough foramanthenit
shouldbe

four Adams into further exile from a con-

WTguess les va mix ce capitali
retalism
"The e ler paradox tray
severe boredom you wind up with a andgen tilience
of a disgruntledand largely thevexed

eration of people who go through lifelike

society without a genuine dialect, only non-

itwasa Mentoscommercial—
simple and

Fal cries for a minty coup de grace.

refreshing with a happy ending.

Chrisman
is a journalism senior.

i

Letters to the editor ¢ °
Earth First! members

What is your favorite

lack credibility

Five, stop buying things. Do you
realize how much energy is wasted
making items like blue jeans, bandanamong us. Last Wednesday I had the

privilege of counter-demonstrating
against
you Earth Firsters!at

man Riggs’ office. Let me make some

suggestions:
One, bathe. Many of you smell like

“Salt of the
Earth.”

you've been swimming in the treatment pondat
the Arcata Marsh. I could
smell
you from 10 feet away in the
pouring rain! Remember that a clean
environment
begins with a clean body.

Two, get rid of your old, banged-up
Vo.
. These vehicles put out

DANIELLE RICHARD

pre-nursing sophomore

and eating nothing but berries and

mushrooms, I'll consider giving you
some

respect.

Robert P. McAllister
geography senior

Inaccurate facts and

your cars altogether. What kind of environmentalists are you if you’re using

Of the dozen “Facts and figures
about fungus” listed in the Feb. 28
edition of The Lumberjack, almost
half (five) had nothing whatsoever to

else on the road. Better
yet, get rid of

tricity derived from fossil fuels, hydropower, and biomass (taken from murdered trees)?

»

woods, housed in pine needle huts,

figures on fungus

Three, your utilities turned off immediately. Howcan
you call yourselves
environmentalists if you’re using elec-

"Scorface.”

drums?

When all you
self-proclaimed environmentalists are living in the

more pollution than almost anything

fossil fuel?

“The Godfather.”

homes and to haul the materials.

nas, beads and bongo

movie of all-time?

AMAHA CASSA
Bay Area, recruiter for Union Summer

homes you’re living in? Not to mention the power wasted to build your

Four, move out of your apartments
and houses. Do you realize how many
innocent tress were killed to build the

do with fungi.

This prompted me to ask the following question: Could I use this error rate as a handy guide to the accuracy ofother statements
and accounts
in this newspaper? Hmmm...

Tim Lawlor
biology professor

LEROY

OTTO

theater arts senior

NRP! senior

“Stand By Me.”

“Naked Lunch.”

Power does not always corrupt
Power.
Anelusive concept, but whatis even

moreintriguing
is what people do with
power once they get it.
Marion Chee, cut and sewed fabric

But whatever the status of the
conflict, growing numbers of men
have become victims of a subtle yet
profound sexism.

made dresses. Twenty years later she
employed 30 dressmakers and her

I have experience working in the
real world for women bosses. Some
were good, some were bad. But it is
evident that insecure women who
attain power can be just as petty and

Fifty years ago my father’s sister,

BRANDY MASSIMINI
child development sophomore

CHRISTINE JASPERS

Portland Ore., recruiter for Union Summer

COMPILED BY SANDRA REDMOND AND NORA WHITWORTH

Letters policy..

after work in the back room of a small
rented house in Honolulu. Her dream
was to design and sell quality, customcompany, Polynesian Casuals, was

listed in the book “Who’s Who of
Hawaiian Businesses” along with Dole
Pineapple and C&H Sugar.
She became an inspiration to everyone who knew her and in the process
she attained a great amount of power.
Despite

sumed
sister
never
never
who

enormous pressures, she as-

sole responsibility
for her older
who was paralyzed
by a stroke,
raised her voice in anger and
lost her compassion for those
worked for her. In the most

heavily unionized state in this coun-

try, her employees refused to join any

union.

Hard work and courage have gained
many deserving women respect, and
e is now ata
the gender power s
standoff. But as men and women face
each other, they must be wondering if
this is peace or just an intermission?
Women still earn less than men for doequality in court decisions concerning
custody and fitness as a parent.

tediousasinsecure men, and though
the sexes may neverbe totally equal,
they have become, at least in this
respect, more alike.

Today Dole Pineapple and C&H
Sugar are fading into Hawaii’s past.

Marion Chee is 70. Her invalid
sister’s condition has gotten worse.
A “depression” in retail clothing has

down-sized her business to nine

dressmakers. However, she contin-

ues to work seven days a week, 365
daysa year. I can still see her cutting
and sewing fabric, only now she’s
wondering if anyone cares enough
to dress up anymore.
She wrote me a letter the other
day and said she was proud of what
I was trying to do but that I should
never forget about what can happen
in the “real world.”
Thanks to her, I never will.
Kamm is a journalism junior.
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JOBS IN PARADISE—Travel
abroad and work ata tropical beach

Samia i tant «train working
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies.

World

and day camp

Seasonal & full-time employment
available. No experience necessary.
For more information call 1-206971-3550 ext. C60472.
6

information call: (206) 971-3570
ext. J60472.
a6

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT—
Students needed!
Fishing
industry. Eam up to $3000-$6000+
per month.
Room and board!
Transportation! Male or female.
No experience necessary.
Call

(206)971-3510 ext A60472.

2

NATIONAL
PARK
JOBS.
Forestry workers, park rangers,
firefighters, lifeguards, + volunteer
and
government
positions
available at National Parks.
Excellent benefits + bonuses! Over
25,000 openings! For more info.
call 1-206-971-3620 ext. N60472
COMING SOON!

Tech Fair 96—

March 14, 1996—Kate Buchanan
Room—9:00 to 4:00
3/13

in San Jose.

Specialty
staff needed for Kitchen,
Maintenance, Arts,
;
Environmental Ed.,
Art, and Horseback Riding. Join
us! Call 408-287-4170 for more

travel.

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching
basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asion
languages
required.
For

SUMMER
CAMP
JOBS!
Councelors needed for Girl Scout
residentcampe
in Santa Cruz Mins.

eligible. Let us help. For more
info. call: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F60471.

garages,
decks with pleasant views.

-Now leasing 822-3322.
§ BEDROOM, 3 BATH HOUSE
$200 to $350/room, clean and
quiet. 2571 Davis Way near
Westwood

Ann Wieandin
5263 or send email to law3 or sini

no financial obligation

FOR

(800) 862-1982
ext. 33

EXCELLENT PAY! homeworkers
needed!
Over 400 companies
need homeworkers/distributors

NOW!
Amazing
recorded
message gives details. 814-4895404 Ext. 139, 24 hours.
BEFORE
RESPONDING
to
advertisements requesting money be

sent or giving a credit card number
over the phone, you may want to
contact the local Better Business
Bureau to verify the authenticity
of the
company. The Lumberjack
will not be
responsible for the validity of any
offerings advertised.

Market. 677-3125

MAC

SERVICE

a8

FAST FUNDRAISER — Raise
$500 in 5 days — greeks, groups,
clubs, motivated individuals. Fast,
easy —

WANTED FOR RESEARCH
PARTICIPATION:
COUPLES
who are in romantic relationships.
We will interview you on camera

ALDER CANYON TOWNHOMES
Walk
or bicycle to University. One,
two &three bedroom units. Builtiins appliances, miucrowaves,

ENJOY A MASSAGE in Arcata.
Massage relaxes muscies and
Massage transmits

COMPUTER

THRILLS

RENT
DON'T

RUSTIC COTTAGE
ON THE BAY
plus utilities in exchange for flextime secretarial
work; no canines;
call 443-3794 andleave message.
CLEAN SUNNY
2 BDRM APT in
tri-plex available begining March.
Large bedrooms, plenty
of storage,
enclosed garage, great neighbors,
view and deck. $500/month, 1st/
last deposit, yearlease. 822-9310.
18D 1BA APT., no pets, quiet
location on Arcata busline, 2
minutes
by car from
shoping,

to HSU. Rent $380/mo
plus
sec. Call 445-5166.

Classified Ads |

PARTS:

Looking
for color monitor
keyboards,
mice, printers, software
needed for Mac LC's. Alan, 822-

3
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CLASSIFIED

$275

MISS

IT!

GREAT

MACS, MACS, MACS, MACS FOR PRIZES! Tech Fair 96—March
14, 96—Kate Buchanan Room—
THE
MASSES!
Macintosh
consulting
and repair. Used Macs 9:00 to 4:00.
bought
and sold. Jim Elferdink, 677-

3421.’

5

PERSONALS

WIN A MACINTOSH PERFORMA
6214! Tech Fair 96—March 14,
96—Kate Buchanan Room—9:00

ELECT ROBERT WADE JUDGE.

to 4:00.

FOR

SALE

IMAGEWRITER, DOT MATRIX
PRINTER for $75 OBO. Janet,
826-3259

WORMWOOD—Keep
‘em
prattling “
is relative’.
But watch
out forthe Church
of the
Holy Family, 1757 J, Arcata,
Sundays at 11am—SCREWTAPE

24-hours a day,
dayS a week,
each

7

semester

Lumberjack online —
1027 | STREET, ARCATA, CA 95521
(707) 822-6264

21st ANNUAL SPRING SALE

y OONS

| ‘ONE

1563 G Street ¢ Arcata, California ¢ 96521

Everything on Sale:
Strings, Books, Instruments, Electronics

MARCH 7, 8, 9

d,,

ANTAGE J

Try our improved Advantage Jacket

MOONSTONE
Extreme

2208

SENSE.

=a

1S WEEK
Music

2739,
¢ The Jambalaya hosts Back

Row Kings Friday, Blue Moon

Saturday, and Nuns with Guns

Sunday. Show times vary; expect

Tickets are $17, $13 students and

seniors. Ticketsareavailableatthe
UC Ticket Office and The Works
in Arcata and Eureka. 826-3928.

to arrive by 9 p.m. Cover
average $4-5. 822-4766.

Picks

night jazz and poetry

Tribe, Makka,
WFO, Velvet Hammer,
Shatowski Incident,
Unity
Circle and Bubba
Childs and the Chodmen.
Admis-

defor

- Doors open
at 7 p.m. at 1251

Resources

Jerome

Professor Cindy Moyer will be

held 8 p.m. Saturday in Fulkerson
Recital Hall. A variety of music
styles will be represented. Tickets
are $4, $1 students and seniors.
826-3531.

¢ The Depot hosts a free “night

of local reggae” with Upfull Living 8 p.m. Thursday.
¢ Café Mokka hosts the Celtic
trio Good Company 8:30 p.m.

Friday. No cover charge. 8222228.
¢ Club West hosts Nashville’s
Smokin’ Armadilles as part of a
western country concert series 8

p.m. Saturday.
The Roadmasters

open. Advance tickets are $16.
¢ Deep Forest Pizza hosts Ba-

nana Spliff 9 p.m. to midnight

Saturday and the soft jazz of Marimba Magic 7 p.m. Sunday in

Blue Lake. 668-5933.

¢ Eureka Inn hosts John Raczka

and Sam Maes Friday and the John
Raczka Trio 8 p.m. to midnight
Saturday in the Palm Lounge.
Danny M
and Rich
Ross perform 9:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Friday and Saturday in the Rathskeller. No cover charges.
¢ Humboldt
Brewery hosts Note
4 Note Friday and Blue Diamond
Door

° Show times are at

9:30 p.m. Cover charge is $3. 826-

and opener Rick Birchmore. Advance tickets are

Music

“Tartuffe,”a student play, runs 8 p.m. Wednesday
through Saturday in the Gist Hall
Theatre. A naive co
man is

will be held 4 p.m. Sunday in Fulkerson Recital Hall. Tickets
are $4, $1 students
and seniors. A selection ofarias
and debussy

retelling ofa Moliere comedy. Ad-

Cartoons

A voice recital, with soprano and allumnus Kamala Stroup,

songs will be performed. For more information call 826-3531.

seduced by religious zealots in this

Wednesday and Thursday shows
are discounted. 826-5493.
¢ “The Crucible” plays Thursday through March 30th at the
Ferndale Repertory Theatre. Set

March 25 at the Phantom Gallery, 415 5th Street in Eureka.

’ Grab

during the Salem witch trials, this
drama plays at 8:15 p.m. Thursdays, Fridaysand
. Tickets are $6-10 at The Works in Eue “Rose Colored
Glass,” a play
about two womens’ struggle to
bring
a Jewish boy to America dur-

ing World War II, runs 8 p.m.
Thursdays, Fridaysand
through March 21 at the World

Premiere Theatre, 615 Fourth

Street in Eureka. Tickets are $6,

$5 students
and seniors. 443-3724.
¢ Ballet Folklorico de Hum-

boldt performs Mexican
folk dancing 8 p.m. Friday and
at
Van Duzer Theatre. Tickets are
$8, $5 children, students and se-

niors. Tickets are available at the
UC Ticket Office. 826-3928.
e “Ginny,” a free student play,
runs 4 p.m. Friday in Gist Hall 2.
Running length is about 30 min-

utes. 826-3566.

¢ Les Ballets Africains, the na-

tional dance company of the Republic of Guinea, performs 8 p.m.

Tuesday at Van Duzer Theatre.

shop runs 2-5 p.m. Saturdayat the
Campus Center for
riate

e “The Phys
of ics
Guitars,” a

Physics oriented presentation by

physics major Patrick Cyr, begins
4 p.m. Mondayin Science A 475.

° The LearCenter
hosts a
ning

free note-taking techniques

workshop on Tuesday and a

preparation for the California
Ba-

sic EducSkills
Test n
workatio

shop on March 153. Both classes
run 3-5 p.m. in Nelson Hall East
106. Pre-registration is recom-

Workshops

graphic Information System, a
mapping system for zoning and
forest management, will be shown
at Arcata City Hall6 p.m. Thursday.
¢ A wallflower
dune walk at the
:
Dunes Preserve runs 10a.m.
to 2 p.m. Saturday. Pre-registration is required at
the HSU Natural History Museum.
Cost is $3 for ages 13 and over.

826-4479.

¢ A biodynamics workshop
runs 6-8 p.m. March. 13 at the
Campus Center for Appropriate

Technology. 826-3551.

Films

443-4458.

¢ Arcata’s Geo-

“Academic Freedom
vs. Civil Righ ts: An Ethical Di-

lemma,” a teleconference sponsored by the Affirmative Action
Office with California State University
at Long Beach, runs 10a.m.

tonoon Thursday
in Gist Hall 221.
826-3924.

e “What's in
The Box?” a film
about dogs, vampires and donuts
by two local filmmakers makes its
world premiere 8 p.m. tonight at
the Minor Theatre. Admission is
$3, $2 for students and seniors.

¢ Local Filmmaker Night at the
Minor Theatre runs 7-9 p.m.
Thursday. “Dozens of short exciting films” made in Humboldt
County will be shown. Admission
is $4, $3 for students and seniors.

¢ HSU track
and field compete
against Chico State and Sonoma
State 1 1 a.m. Saturday
at Redwood

Women’s Action Week

Bowl. Admissionis
free. 826-3631.
cA
breakfast to ben-

Quad Thursday. “Women in Community” will be addressed

efit Humboldt Community Service
International’s student springbreak tripto a Mexican orphanage
will be served up 8 a.m. to noon
Sunday at the Veterans Hall in

¢ Diana Russell, author of*Against Pornography,” speaks

Arcata. Admission
is $3, $1.50 for

children. 826-9079.
¢ A magnifier
display for the

Not included

~ Sethe indole sgh higher

WALLY IS UNDER THE
:
TAGLE.
HELL PRETEND
TO GE THE 3 INTERFACE
TWIT WE COULD GUILD TF

.:\%Stsue7*

Resources 101.

and software will also be shown.

Bag

reka and Arcata. 725-BEST.

¢ “Phosphate metabolism and

mended at 826-5188.

¢ “Beyond Raven Dark,” a cartoon exhibit by Karen
Gordon, runs 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Tuesday to Saturday through

mission is $6, $3.50 for students.

Cafe Mokka)

rt/

Student Associatio
hosts comedian
n

at the UC Ticket Office. For more information call 826-3617.

Parts

CORNERS
TO GET THE
OEMO READY THIS SOON.

Engineering

$10, $7 for students and $12 at the door. Tickets are available

in the Kate

Buchanan Room. Nuns With
Guns, Siren, Fifteen, Sake and
Oliver perform. Admission is $4.
269-0393.
¢ A violin recital with Music

Night 7 p.m. Thursday at

the Eureka Red Lion Motor Inn. The Environmental

$2. 822-7373.

March6, 1996

9:30-10:30 a.m. Tuesday at the cell cycle control,” a presentaEureka Senior Resource Center. tion by Erin O’Shea of the UniverComputer enlargement screens _ sityof Californiaat San Francisco,
begins
at 3 p.m. Friday in Natural

ofthe week |

The 6th annual ERESA

9th Street in Arcata. Admission is

e A benefit dance for Free
Arcata Radio will be held 6:30

Saturday

will be shown

Friday and Satur-

sion is $10.

p.m.

Wednesday,

HES ALITTLE tay me
FUZZY. CAN = ELecTAIC
YOU ADJUST

¢ “Womenand Health Issues,” will be discussed on the UC

by Supervisor Julie Fulkerson Friday.

7 p.m. Thursday in the Kate Buchanan Room. A reception with
the author will be held 2 p.m. Friday in Gist Hall 210.
¢ The International Women’s Day,
International Candlelight Vigil begins 7:30 p.m. Friday on the UC
Quad and ends with speakers at the Arcata Plaza.

ee
LONDON
selg
PARIS
$049
FRANKFURT = $ee9
$049

Centér—

Activities
Beginning Surfing
e March
10 e

of
Sea Kayak Seminar
e Marc
9 -h
10 «

of

Spring Break Ski Vacation

¢ March 17-21 «

Call 826-3357

SEPING
WITH YOU!

|

PAJLFESSORS.

_-

ntiiittitiecsinansatesiietmiaaiaia

oi eashaieaeied are putting you

to sleep, Revive with Vivarin’. Don't let fatigue get the best of you. Vivarin's’ the safe
way to stay mentally alert, with the same caffeine as about two cups of coffe.
So stay sharp in class. Don't sleep your way to the bottom.

:
5
Vv

v,

3

Each tablet contains 200 mg of cafleine equal to about two cups of cofiee. Use only as directed.

PRIVATE

OUTDOOR

HOT

TUBS

* TRADITIONAL
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SAUNA

Pda

CABINS

« INTERNATIONAL

MAGS.

ft

INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
Sun - Thurs: noon to J 1 pm

Fri & Sat: noon to | am

6S rFOR

RESERUATIONS

